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QUESTION 1

What should this endpoint return considering the API is build using standard practices? 

http://dev.acme.com/api/patients?year=2021 

A. Patient with id 2021 

B. Patients from year 2021 

C. No patients 

D. All patients 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is Patients from year 2021. 

The thing to note here is that year is not a query parameter and not the uri parameter. Hence it will filter all the patients
and return the ones for whom year is 2021 

 

QUESTION 2

As a part of project requirement , you want to build an API for a legacy client. Legacy client can only consume SOAP
webservices. Which type the interface documentation can be prepared to meet the requirement? 

A. RAML file to define SOAP services 

B. WSDL file 

C. JSON file 

D. plain text file documenting API\\'s 

Correct Answer: B 

Web Services Description Language. WSDL is used to describe SOAP based web services 

 

QUESTION 3

A flow has a JMS Publish consume operation followed by a JMS Publish operation. Both of these operations have the
default configurations. Which operation is asynchronous and which one is synchronous? 

A. Publish consume: Synchronous. Publish: Asynchronous. 

B. Publish consume: Asynchronous. Publish: Synchronous 

C. Publish consume: Asynchronous. Publish: Asynchronous 

D. Publish consume: Synchronous. Publish: Synchronous 
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Correct Answer: A 

Publish consume: Synchronous. Publish: Asynchronous. 

 

QUESTION 4

What statement is a part of MuleSoft\\'s description of an application network? 

A. Creates and manages high availability and fault tolerant services and infrastructure 

B. Creates reusable APIs and assets designed to be consumed by other business units 

C. Creates and manages a collection of JMS messaging services and infrastructure 

D. Leverages Central IT to deliver complete point-to-point solutions with master data management 

Correct Answer: B 

Creates reusable APIs and assets designed to be consumed by other business units 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is invalid type of event processor which can be used as a router ? 

A. Choice 

B. Round Robin 

C. Pick First 

D. First Successful 

Correct Answer: C 

Pick First is not valid type. Rest all are valid type of event processor. Choice : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-
runtime/4.3/choice-router-concept Round Robin : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/round-robin First
Successful : https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/first-successful 

 

QUESTION 6

A web client submits a request to http://localhost:8081/books/0471767840. The value "0471767840" is captured by a
Set Variable transformer to a variable named booklSBN. 

What is the DataWeave expression to access booklSBN later in the flow? 

A. booklSBN 

B. attributes.booklSBN 

C. flowVars.booklSBN 
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D. vars. booklSBN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibits. 

The my-app xml file contains an Error Handier scope named "global-error-handler" 

The Error Handler scope needs to be set to be the default error handler for every flow in the Mule application 

Where and how should the value "global-error-handler" be added in the Mule project so that the Error Handler scope is
the default error handler of the Mule application? 

A. In the mule-artifact json file, as the value of a key-value pair 
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B. In the Validation folder as the value of a global element in the error-handling yaml file 

C. In the pom.xml file, as the value of a global element 

D. In the my-app.xml file, as an attribute of a configuration element 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 

What is the correct syntax to add a customer ID as a URI parameter in an HTTP Listener\\'s path attribute? 

A. (customerlD) 

B. {customerlD} 

C. #[customerlD] 

D. ${ customerID} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A web client submits the request to the HTTP Listener. What response message would be returned to web client? 

A. End 

B. String is not blank 

C. No response would be sent back to client and request will get errored out in Mule 

D. Start 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is String is not blank. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ Here\\'s
specifically what is happening here: 

1) Payload is successfully set to "Start" 

2) The Is Blank String validator creates an Error Object because the payload is string "Start". Execution stops 

#[error.description] = "String is not blank" 

3) Because no error handler is defined, the Mule default error handler handles the error. Remember, at its heart, the
Mule Default Error handler is an error handling scope with just an on error propagate 

4) "String is not blank" is the error message returned to the requestor in the body of the HTTP requestHTTP Status
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Code: 500 Reference Diagram: 

 

QUESTION 10

A Mule project contains a DataWeave module file WebStore dvA that defines a function named loginUser The module
file is located in the projects src/main/resources/libs/dw folder What is correct DataWeave code to import all of the
WebStore.dwl file\\'s functions and then call the loginUser function for the login "cindy.park@example.com"? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A Mule application contains two HTTP Listeners, each configured for different API endpoints:
http://acme.com/apis/orders and http: //acme .com/a pis/customers. What base path value should be set in an HTT?
Listener config element so that it can be used to configure both HTTP Listeners? 

A. /apis/? 

B. /apis/ 

C. /apis/orders|customers 

D. /apis/* 

Correct Answer: D 

Option 2 is the correct answer as /api/* accespts everything starting with /api/ 
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QUESTION 12

A web client sends a request to http;//localhost:8081?dept=sales. What is the correct DataWeave expression to access
the value of dept? 

A. attributes.queryParams.dept 

B. attributes.dept 

C. message.queryParams.dept 

D. vars.dept 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibits. 

The main flow contains a Flow Reference to the child flow. 

A web client sends a GET request to the main flow\\'s HTTP Listener that includes a make query parameter. 

What values are accessible in the child flow? 

A. payload 

B. payload make query param 

C. payload model var 

D. payload make query param model var 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

A web client submits a request to http://localhost:8081?accountType=personal. The query parameter is captured using
a Set Variable transformer to a variable named accountType. What is the correct DataWeave expression to log
accountType? 

A. Account Type: #[flowVars.accountType] 

B. Account Type: #[message.inboundProperties.accountType] 

C. Account Type: # [attributes.accountType] 

D. Account Type: #[vars.accountType] 

Correct Answer: D 

vars: Keyword for accessing a variable, for example, through a DataWeave expression in a Mule component, such as
the Logger, or from an Input or Output parameter of an operation. If the name of your variable is myVar, you can access
it like this: vars.myVar Hence correct answer is Account Type: #[vars.accountType] 

 

QUESTION 15

An organization is beginning to follow Mulesoft\\'s recommended API led connectivity approach to use modern API to
support the development and lifecycle of the integration solutions and to close the IT delivery gap. What distinguishes
between how modern API\\'s are organized in a MuleSoft recommended API-led connectivity approach as compared to
other common enterprise integration solutions? 

A. The API interfaces are specified as macroservices with one API representing all the business logic of an existing and
proven end to end solution 

B. The API interfaces are specified at a granularity intended for developers to consume specific aspect of integration
processes 

C. The API implementation are built with standards using common lifecycle and centralized configuration management
tools 

D. The APIO implementations are monitored with common tools, centralized monitoring and security systems 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct answer is The API interfaces are specified at a granularity intended for developers to consume specific aspect
of integration processes 
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